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Dear Guest Blogger: 

Thank you so very much for accepting the opportunity to write as a guest blogger 

at Boys’ Rites of Passage (http://positivepassage.wordpress.com). I’m truly excited 

that you felt the site worthy of your time, talent, and knowledge. 

The site serves three main functions: 1) it promotes my son’s Rites of Passage 

Program 2) it offers information to others on how to establish a similar program 3) 

it shares thoughts on manhood. The overall theme of the site is to promote 

successful transition into manhood for young men. If we (caring adults in the boy’s 

life) positively impact this critical transition then many ills that plague our society 

will cease.  

To better engage others on this subject your article will be a part of my “What is 

Manhood to You?” series. Hearing from all types of people, different ages and life 

experiences we glean a broader perspective on manhood; incorporating these 

various perspectives into the Rites of Passage Program. Or, at the very least, offer 

a different viewpoint to someone. The idea is for you to address the question “what 

is manhood to you?” from your unique life perspective. And from there, what do 

you feel is vital to fulfill your definition of manhood when training young men? 

If you have any additional questions please contact me via email. 

 

Title: 

What is Manhood to You? 

Word count: 

350 words or less 

Due date: 

Contact Thomas for deadline 

Submission guidelines: 

 Write the article using the Microsoft Word application. If you aren’t a Word user, 

after the article is written send it using a text editor (e.g., NotePad or WordPad). 

 Email the completed article to my email address: mr.thomasharrell@gmail.com 

 (This is not tallied toward the word count) At the end of your article there should 

be an Author’s Box. In the Author’s Box feel free to include an ultra-brief bio and 

a link to your website, blog, or product site. 
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Rights: 

You retain all rights to your article(s). 

Payment: 

There is no monetary compensation for your article. Payment instead is the 

exposure of your writing to others via the Boys’ Rites of Passage site and 

generating online traffic to your site (which increases the opportunities for you to 

expand your client base, customer base, or audience base). 

Links: 

A link to your site will be a part of the Author’s Box at the end of your article. I 

kindly ask that you place a link to Boy’s Rites of Passage 

(http://positivepassage.wordpress.com) at your site. This reciprocal link exchange 

promotes both our sites. 

 

Best regards, 

Thomas 


